How IT can improve virtual
meetings for everyone.

Some people love in-person meetings; others prefer the remote kind. However you feel about
them, here’s an interesting discovery: A recent study found 86% of participants reported
“as high or higher” levels of engagement in virtual meetings compared to face-to-face1. That’s
great news for the future of remote work—because if there’s anything we know for sure, there
will be a lot more of them in our future. Here’s how to make them better for everyone.

Equip workers with the knowledge
and tech they need to stay safe.

More than 50%
of workers
report not having received
any new security policies on
how to work securely from home2

A huge increase in virtual meetings hasn’t gone unnoticed by
cyberattackers. New attack types are on the rise, and most
meeting platforms have reported issues. Keep meetings secure
by first ensuring that hardware and OSes are up-to-date. PCs
more than four years old may not be able to take advantage of
the latest patches, putting individuals and businesses at risk.

Equip teams
for real work—not just talk.

Manage bandwidth
and eliminate lag time.

Truly collaborative organizations are

70% of network
traffic is video4

5x more likely to be
high-performing3
Setting a clear agenda and objectives for each meeting is key;
then you need the tech to support those intentions. Start with a
high-definition web cam. Then think bigger—including wider mic
arrays, enhanced audio, touchscreens, pen support, and tools
like Windows Ink—to help teams truly collaborate through white
boarding, marking up diagrams and images, or sketching ideas.
Tools that auto-generate meeting transcripts can help make
note-taking faster and more accurate.

A big spike in videoconferencing has made lags more common.
Help users test to ensure they have a solid Wi-Fi setup with
enough bandwidth—using apps like Google Wifi. Some workers
may need guidance on how to set up routers or repeaters, or
how to use their phones as hot spots when internet goes down.
Here’s an easy win: Intel vPro-equipped devices with integrated
Wi-Fi 6 offer up to 3x faster file-transfer speeds than Wi-Fi 5.5

Help employees make the
most of virtual meetings.
As much as

93%

of communication
is nonverbal.6

“Video on” has become a hallmark of the
remote-work culture. Provide employees
with tips on how to improve their virtual
meeting experience—how to arrange lighting,
troubleshoot audio, and upload professional
headshots. Make a balanced plan that helps
employees reduce stress by understanding
when to have video on and when to have it off.6

Utilize remote management tools
to improve support.
According to ITDMs, after 2020,

49% of workers

will be WFH at least part of the time.7

Executives expect an increase in the number of employees working
remotely for at least three days per week—even 12 months after
the global health crisis subsides. As this trend is here to stay, a
modern approach to device management makes it easier for IT
to support ongoing virtual meetings and work. Windows 10 Pro
simplifies device deployment, personalization, and user reset with
self-service features.

Collaborate better to move your business faster.
HP offers the world’s most secure and manageable PCs.8 HP Elite Notebooks are made for today’s challenges—with hardware-enforced security features and
layers of protection below, inside, and above the OS to proactively prevent threats and quickly recover in the event of a breach. Sleek and light, Elite Notebooks offer
advanced features like secure, wide-angle webcams, hardened security features like self-healing BIOS, 5G and 4G LTE connectivity, Audio by Bang & Olufsen, HP
Noise Cancellation, and the power and performance for smooth virtual collaboration. Together with Windows 10 Pro and the Intel® vPro® platform, you get the latest
software and out-of-the-box hardware security features to help defend your devices and your business.

When your IT is at its best, so are your people. Learn more
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Meet the demands of your multi-task, multi-place
workday with a beautifully designed, powerful and
highly secure EliteBook 800 Series.

Elevate expectations of what an AiO can do with
powerful, secure, no-compromise solution in a stunning
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Powerful, precision-crafted, and versatile PCs
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